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SUBWRAP3
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How To

The tool-less quick release snap clasp on the JP SUBWRAP3 allows for superior coverage during 
pressing for a variety of sublimatable drink ware. It fits standard 11 oz. and 15 oz. mugs (including all 
JP ceramic/ stainless steel varieties), short and tall latte mugs, and all water bottles carried by JP**. 
Thanks to its tool-less clasping technology, SUBWRAP3 is easier to apply and remove than any other 
mug wrap on the market. That means no more fumbling with awkward closing mechanisms or 
wrenches. You can also enjoy superior image quality, due to not having the typical "dead areas" 
associated with the traditional mug press. With this wrap you can virtually image "handle to handle."

To apply JP SUBWRAP3 to a mug, first place the mug right side up on a flat surface. To properly 
apply the sublimation transfer image, wrap it around the mug and tape it into position with a small 
piece of heat tape. After you have affixed the transfer to the cup, cover the entire transfer with a sheet 
of plain paper. Then carefully begin to wrap the tool around the mug so the buckle is lined up with the 
mug’s handle (See “Step 2”). Also, make sure that the top edge of the elastic wrap material is 
covering as much of the mug as possible. To close the mug wrap, simply slide the protruding metal 
piece through the back of the rectangular cut out on the opposite end as you clip the two ends 
together (much like a seatbelt or belt buckle). It should snap into position without too much physical 
effort (See “Step 3”).

You may now place the wrapped cup in the oven. Make sure the oven is preheated to the recom-
mended temperature. This temperature may vary by the type of coating used on the cup. If you’re 
using a non JP mug, please contact the supplier for pressing instructions (If you are using a 
non-convection oven, start with the opening on the cup facing down and turn it over about half way 
through the process). In a convection oven, the cup does not need to be rotated. 

Mug wraps are designed for multiple usage sublimation decoration in a standard, convection oven. 
The oven used must be able to reach a sustained, consistent temperature of 400° F. Also, make sure 
that your image transfer is on the cup snugly. Most ceramic mugs need to be heated for 12-15 
minutes.  If you find that you are getting spots on the mug where your image is faded, check your 
temperature and time settings. Creases in the final image can be caused by the transfer not being 
applied to the cup smoothly. Extend the life of your mug wrap by allowing it to cool completely 
between uses. If you’re looking into high volume production, it is wise to ensure proper mug wrap 
cooling to extend the life of your mug wrap. Make sure to have sufficient mug wraps on hand so one 
is always ready to go during high volume jobs. We have found it is best to have a supply of three 
wraps for these situations. This allows for one to be cooking, one to be cooling, and one to be in the 
preparation process. 

Remember that every oven is unique in its temperature control. What the knob on the outside says 
may not be the true temperature inside the oven. A small (oven) thermometer placed in the oven will 
give the most accurate internal temperature. All ovens, even convection types, have hot spots. This 
does not normally present a problem if the proper procedures are followed, however. The use of 
good-quality insulated gloves is recommended for removing the wrapped mug after heating. After 
removing the wrap, place the cup into a bucket of room temperature or warm water. Once cool, 
remove the cup from the water, take off the transfer, and dry it. We recommend that you allow the cup 
to air-dry before you repackage it in a plastic bag. There is a possibility of mildew developing if the 
cup is repackaged before all moisture evaporates. Remember, if the mug is stored in a hot 
warehouse or inside a vehicle, the inks may start to migrate or blur if it is exposed to excessive heat 
after the sublimation process.

** SUBWRAP3 does not provide full coverage on Tall Latte Mugs and larger Water Bottles
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